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ABSTRACT
Through years of experience, expert image analysts acquire knowledge which allows them to
perform an in-depth analysis of images quickly and efficiently. This research aims to build a human-
like framework and cognitive model of visual analysis based on the tacit visual knowledge of expert
image analysts in medicine. Gaze tracking is used to discover the cognitive processes of radiologic
technologists during their evaluation of x-ray scans. The resulting gaze patterns can be used to
create visual routines which extract meaningful information from low-level image features and make
them available to high-level cognitive processes. This method achieves a functional prototype of
visual analysis within the biological, computational and memory limitations of the human visual
system. The routines from this framework can be used to understand expert cognition, train new
analysts, perform automated analysis, and potentially provide an informatics tool for medical error
prevention.
vii
Chapter 1. Introduction
The human visual system is a surprisingly complex arrangement of specialized organs and subsys-
tems. The visual cortex is the largest system in the brain. It contains multiple image maps for the
entire visual field and a series of processing facilities for detecting all of the relevant information
such as color and movement. This system is responsible for acquiring a majority of the information
about the environment for decision-making and cognitive processing. Complex tasks like object
recognitive and navigation are accomplished easily through the sophisticated interactions within the
visual system.
Within seconds of viewing an image, the mind has sifted through the overwhelming amount
of visual data to gain a detailed record of the content and structure of the image. The efficiency
with which the mind transforms light signals from the eyes into a high-level representation of the
visual surroundings is a desirable quality for computational models employed in image search, image
analysis, and image understanding. By unraveling the mysteries of the visual system we can mimic
its behaviors as scientists try to reproduce the mind’s ability to quickly extract and process large
volumes visual information. The insights gained through studying this highly-developed biological
system could potentially improve computational methods and give visual analysis a simpler, more
human-like demeanor.
1.1 Imitating the Human Visual System
While the visual system is one of the most frequently studied areas of the brain, it is not a
straight-forward task to describe and apply the structures of the visual system to computational
models. There are many specialized components in the human visual system which cooperate to
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accomplish visual tasks. The most basic components and their functionality are well-understood,
but there is no comprehensive description of the visual process from beginning to end.
1.1.1 Early vision and beyond
The eyes contain specialized nerves which are tuned to the detection of color and motion. As
light shines on the receptors, signals are fed through the optic nerve to multiple image maps in the
visual cortex. These maps correspond to different aspects of vision such as texture and movement.
The data from these maps are selectively filtered through the visual cortexes in stages which perform
visual processing and eventually reach centers responsible for cognition.
The initial processing of the visual field is referred to as ”early vision” [24] and is believed to
consist of a simplified representation of the scene based on edge detection and a two-dimensional
presentation [25]. Beyond this two-dimensional representation, there is a complex series of processes
which extract location and object information for high-level cognition. Later visual representations
seem to be heavily affected by the cognitive processes, but it has been argued that the low-level
operations of the visual system are completely involuntary. This would explain phenomenon such
as the difficulty overcoming an optical illusion, despite any conscious awareness of a trick [30].
1.1.2 The search for a high-level representation
At some point the visual data must move from its early, two-dimensional representation to a
structure used in later vision and general cognition. The flow of information from this low-level to
high-level representation is an active field of research. Many theories and experiments attempt to
describe how knowledge is represented and transformed at various stages to be useful to cognitive
processes.
Shimon Ullman’s theory of visual routines suggests that this unconscious transformation is done
through a sequential application of elemental operations to the early representations. Like a com-
puter program, where simple read and write operations perform high-level computation, the endless
combination of elemental operations allows for increasingly complex routines. These routines are
learned through experience with various types of visual stimuli. It is reasonable to wonder whether
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experts possess valuable, well-developed sets of visual routines which allow them to process infor-
mation in their relevant domain more effectively.
1.2 Visual Knowledge
One particular domain where experts rely heavily on experience with visual information is in
medicine. Experts in domains such as radiology, pathology, and dermatology retain a large amount
of visual knowledge which helps them to quickly and accurately assess medical images. This visual
knowledge, the set of facts and expectations that help to interpret visual images, is learned through
interaction with countless x-rays and other types of medical scans. Through this experience, the
experts refine their visual routines and learn to quickly extract the significant features in complex
images.
1.2.1 Tacit knowledge in expert analysis
Compared to the casual observer, experts in image analysis are valued for their ability to extract
vast amounts of information from an image in a short period of time. This ability to infer supple-
mentary knowledge is due to clues and relationships in the image which they uncover through their
visual knowledge. These visual indicators are not always consciously learned, especially in the case
of visual routines, and the expert may be entirely unaware of their presence [26]. These less-obvious
techniques manifest themselves as the expert’s ”gut instincts”. However unconscious, this knowledge
is essential to the expert’s successful analysis and a key part of the cognitive process.
For radiologists and other medical experts, visual knowledge comes into play when interpreting
the complex anatomical systems of the body from medical scans. When clinicians discriminate be-
tween healthy and diseased tissue, the unhealthy tissue may be immediately recognizable, despite the
inability to articulate which features make it so obvious. A computational algorithm accomplishing
the same task must look for features such as opacity and texture and requires these unarticulated
parameters. Another example of the an expert’s instinctive interpretation of medical imagery is the
identification of foreign objects and materials. The immediate recognition of these materials to an
experienced clinician belies the complexity of distinguishing it from the normal anatomy. These
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Figure 1.1: A large skull fracture which may motivate an expert practitioner to scrutinize the
surrounding areas during his or her analysis to look for subsequent fractures or effects.
common tasks are crucial in systems which perform expert analysis, but the difficulty for experts to
describe their strategies is a substantial hurdle.
1.2.2 The difficulty of discovering knowledge
One reason it is hard to build systems to mimic the high-level analysis performed by experts
is that there are often complex or subtle relationships between objects in an image. For example,
the presence of large fractures in an x-ray may also imply consequences for the surrounding tissue.
A large fracture such as the one shown in Figure 1.1 could be a prompt to search for punctures,
abnormal growth, misalignment or lesser fractures in the surrounding areas. This sequence of logic
may be obvious to an experienced practitioner, but expert systems that perform the same tasks
require large amounts of hard-coded logical reasoning to be explicitly identified and programmed.
Another substantial reason that image analysis is difficult to model is that experts cannot describe
the tacit knowledge that gives them an edge in their analysis. While it is possible for a radiologist to
exhaustively describe their reasoning pertaining to the fracture mentioned above, an expert cannot
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begin to describe techniques of which they are not consciously aware. In addition to the high-level
processes, there are many low-level features such as areas of high contrast or opacity in an image
which help to guide an expert to their goal. Discovering these low-level features for use in visual
routines requires a novel approach to gathering and analyzing data before it can be applied to a
computation model of cognitive image analysis.
1.3 Requirements for a Cognitive Model of the Visual System
Before deciding on the data collection and analysis process it is important to understand the
requirements for a successful model of the human visual system. Currently, there is a lack of
frameworks for building and testing cognitive models of the human system effectively. A common,
singular framework would encourage standardization in implementation and communication about
potential theories and concepts. This would allow researchers to compare their implementations of
various parts of the human visual system, such as the likely internal representations for location or
semantics. For the framework to be accepted, however, it must meet many requirements inherent
in a useful and accurate cognitive model.
1.3.1 Verification of established theories and sharing of new concepts
The algorithms and structures of the model should demonstrate the accepted cognitive theories
where applicable. Known phenomena of the visual system should be reflected so that they may be
studied in the context of visual routines. This exercise in implementation can verify the theories
while ensuring that the produced model is accurate and acceptable as a realistic cognitive model.
The model and framework should be rigidly defined in a modular specification, yet its functional-
ity should be flexible enough for deployment in a variety of visual and cognitive studies. By defining
a usable model, a standard implementation and interpretation can be established where all members
of the research community may benefit from the gains in visual processing through visual routines.
Through modular design, it should be possible for development and discovery by one group to be
easily assimilated in the work of others.
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1.3.2 Cognitive versus computational models
Using the actual limitations of the human visual system, as opposed to utilizing the entire
gamut of computational abilities, encourages understanding of the true cognitive processes. These
limitations should be established based on experimental evidence. The cognitive model should
implement these restrictions to disallow unrealistic implementations. In this way, the structures and
routines built for visual processing can be directly applied to cognitive theory.
Some of the differences in computer and human computation are drastic. Computers are able to
work with large, and ever-increasing buffers of information which is readily available in nanoseconds.
By contrast, the human cognitive system is limited to the amount of information it can store and
access in working memory. In many cases, computers can handle far more algorithmic complexity
than the human brain, but a cognitive model must be limited to what is feasible for human cognitive
processing.
Similarly, computational image analysis can result in many subtle measurements which are not
detectable or meaningful to a cognitive model. Parameters such as these should be omitted from a
model of cognitive processing. It is important that the methods and results employed by a cognitive
model are realistic. This means that a person should be able to follow each step of the process and
recognize it as a logical approach.
It should be immediately obvious whether a routine is one which could be employed by an image
analysts based on the known limitations of the human cognitive abilities. For example, time is a
significant limitation in human analysis. Computers are able to process much more information in
a given time than a human looking at the same image. This difference in performance needs to be
considered heavily in plausible models of the visual system.
1.3.3 Cognitive models in medical applications
It is beneficial for a cognitive model to be intuitive to non-technical users. In the routines
described in this paper, the data is derived from studies using radiological images. While a clinician
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may not understand the intricacies of a specific programming language or algorithm, a cognitive
model based on this data should be discussed directly with the experts themselves.
As the framework is discussed with practitioners and other experts, their medical expertise should
be directly incorporated in the model. This results in a model for visual analysis which is built on
real concepts of anatomy and radiology.
This involvement from experts provides useful feedback about the system, so the model should
strive to provide simple mechanisms and intuitive control structures which the expert can relate
with. This does not mean the functionality or behavior of the model must be simple, but it must be
based on simple, demonstrable concepts. The model should employ only a simple set of operators
since the brain uses simple mechanisms to perform its own operations.
1.4 Fulfilling the Model Requirements
To incorporate all of these considerations into a single cognitive model, I have designed a frame-
work based on research of the human visual system, theories of visual processing, and experimental
evidence from medical experts performing image analysis. The model is built using the ACT-R the-
ory and framework of cognition which provides a set of software tools based on the capabilities and
limitations of the human cognitive system. Components for the model are based on experimental
data collected through gaze-tracking methods. As I will show, this makes for a novel and effective
approach to study visual routines as they apply to image analysis.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review
Many of the traditional methods for discovering visual knowledge from experts, such as annotation
and verbal discussion, lack the essential tacit knowledge which is required for building a complete
model of the visual process. The inability to verbalize unconscious strategies implies a need for a
more sophisticated method which can capture these hidden behaviors. To complicate things further,
this non-verbal visual knowledge must be organized into concrete visual routines before it can be
applied in a functional cognitive model.
2.1 Methods for Discovering Knowledge
During the traditional data collection session, an expert will typically examine a case or set of
cases and attempt to describe their thought process and conclusions either directly or indirectly to
the researchers. The simplest method for assessing expert knowledge is to study their annotations.
This approach has the benefit of being cheap to implement and carry out while having access to
experts at a global scale.
2.1.1 Expert knowledge from annotations
In knowledge management, researchers use input from annotation software to establish the se-
mantic content of images [15]. To share an expert’s knowledge, annotations can be used to illustrate
concepts and descriptions of objects in a scene or image. By simply having the expert jot down their
thoughts about the contents of a scene, one can get a sense of the methods and advanced analysis
used by experts.
However, basic forms of annotation can provide little information about the subtle relationships
between objects or their overall significance. It is difficult to extract relational information from an-
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notations which only describe objects and their properties. It is also requires sophisticated methods
to rank objects in their significance if the order of the objects attended is not part of the annotation
process [34]. This makes it difficult to build routines which examine the surrounding areas based
on the presence of a large fracture or knows which objects in the scene contain the most semantic
relevance.
2.1.2 The Think-Aloud Protocol
The Think-Aloud Protocol is a more formal method for identifying expert cognitive processes
through interview and annotation which stems from research in reading and understanding. Experts
are asked to view an image and describe their thought process in as much detail as possible. This
method captures the both the relevant objects and their significance, but it is not ideal [13].
One major disadvantage to Think-Aloud Protocol is the recoding delay between processing and
description of visual content. While verbal description is faster than other methods of input, the time
it takes to explain the process is still orders of magnitude slower than the process itself. Even if the
verbal description is done after the analysis, segments of the process are forgotten or misremembered
[35]. This drag on the cognitive process may cause interruptions in thought and alter the order in
which objects are attended. It is likely that the extra time spent focusing on an area of interest
during description causes the surrounding areas to gain more attention than in typical analysis
behavior, as there is more time to pick up details of the nearby objects.
Another disadvantage to the Think-Aloud Protocol and, in fact, all verbal data collection methods
is that it can only capture visual knowledge of which the expert is consciously aware. The instinct
of experienced analysts is a valuable aspect of their experience, and it is important to harvest this
tacit knowledge. However, there are many cases where experts may know a fact without being
able to explain the source, which means that an alternative method must be used to uncover these
unconscious strategies.
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2.1.3 A method for visual knowledge
To study both the conscious and unconscious behaviors of experts, we cannot rely on direct input
from the experts themselves. There are few alternatives, though, which interact with the underlying
cognitive processes. To gain access to the cognitive processes of vision, it makes sense to look for
a solution from the visual system itself. Gaze tracking, the act of recording eye movements during
analysis, is a method which is rapid enough to keep up with cognitive processing and discreet enough
to leave the subject uninhibited, It can also record even the unconscious behaviors that result in eye
movement.
Gaze tracking has been used for over a century to study behavior. In the late 19th century,
eye tracking research showed that the act of reading is not a smooth sweep across the page, but
rather a series of starts and stops as we recognize words or groups of words at a time. These starts
and stops, which are a basic behavior of eye movement, divide the viewing process into alternating
segments called fixations and saccades. Fixations are durations of relatively little eye movement
where our eyes collect a majority of the visual information for cognitive processing. Saccades are the
movements between fixation points, during which it is thought that no meaningful visual information
is acquired. It has been shown that visual attention is closely tied to saccadic movements and briefly
precedes a saccade to the target location [17].
Although not as advanced as today’s head-mounted or reflectance-based recording methods, the
first non-intrusive eye tracking device was used in the 1920’s and 30’s to study human behavior
during reading [6] and the viewing of pictures [7]. In 1967, in one of the most important discoveries
of eye tracking research, it was shown that the movements of our eyes are almost entirely dependent
on the task at hand. For example, the traces for a subject asked to assess the attributes of people in
a painting are drastically different from a subject who is asked to evaluate the events being portrayed
[42]. This is strong evidence that the choice of fixations during eye movements are primarily driven
by high-level cognition, and that eye tracking is a viable method for glimpsing the mind’s internal
processes.
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More recently, eye tracking has been used to explore the importance of mental references (similar
to the concept pointers in programming) in visual routines as a mechanism for efficient identifica-
tion and acquisition of locations in a scene [5]. Eye tracking also gives evidence for the contents of
working memory during visual tasks such as sorting [11] [10]. These visual routines are a computa-
tionally implementable basic element of the visual system and a potential method for interpreting
eye movements.
2.2 Research in Visual Routines
If recording the eye movements of experts can give us the cognitive processes at work, the next
question becomes how to transform those processes into functional units and assemble them into a
cognitive model. Gaze patterns are complex and composed of many tasks and subtasks. To dissect
these tasks and formulate them in adherence to the human cognitive capabilities, it is useful to study
Ullman’s theory of visual routines.
2.2.1 Physiological evidence and implementation
In 1984, Ullman published his research arguing for the existence of visual routines and the
physiological evidence for a set of elemental operations within the visual system [40]. These elemental
operations are the basic capabilities of the visual system in transforming the low-level information
gathered by the eyes into high-level facts about the image being viewed. These arguments are
supported by recent research on the functional nature of vision [16]. Ullman lists five operations
which would be useful, if not required, constructs of visual processing.
The first of the operations is the ability to index salient features in an image for immediate
reference. One of these salient features is color, and Ullman refers to the example of finding a red
object among a field of green objects. Despite the increase in the number of objects, a person is
consistently able to identify the red object in constant time.
Our ability to shift focus to this object is another elemental operation. Changing focus is an
internal shift of visual attention which frequently results in eye movements to a location, but there
is not a one-to-one relationship. The internal shift is simply a mechanism to make new information
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available for processing, regardless of whether that shift requires eye movement.
Finding the extent of regions through a ’filling’ procedure is another operation Ullman suggests.
The ability to immediately determine whether an objects is contained within a region is based on our
ability to selectively ’color’ regions, even regions with non-distinct boundaries. Also in our repertoire
of visual operations is the ability to trace lines. This operation is useful to determine whether two
objects lie on the same line.
The final operation Ullman discusses is the operation for marking. Marking is the act of giving
an object a location for future reference. This location could either be a global position or relative
to other objects within the image. The exact parameters recorded for marking are uncertain, but
this operation is essential for remembering a location and quickly seeking it out.
There are likely to be additional elemental operations which have not been identified. Some
research has suggest additional operations by studying the possible neurological implementations
of visual routines [33]. Since the introduction of visual routines by Ullman, many researchers have
sought evidence and explored the qualities of the elemental operations.
2.2.2 Behaviors of elemental operations
Studies of line-tracing implementation and behavior were performed by many researchers after
the publication of the visual routine theory [12]. Work by Jolicoeur, Ullman and Mackay showed the
usefulness in line-tracing for determining spatial relationships and provided evidence for the tracing
operation by producing a linear increase in response time for longer distances to be traced. [20].
Subsequent research by Pringle and Egeth used simplified examples to confirm whether this
increase in response time was truly due to tracing behaviors. Their work showed that response time
was dependent not only on length, but thickness of the line and complexity of the image [29].
To refine their line-tracing theories, Jolicoeur, Ullman and Mackay responded with further tests
on the factors which affect the speed of line tracing. They established that length, curvature and
proximity of distractors were factors in trace time, which should be present in the implementation
of the elemental operation [21]. Further experiments by Crundall, Cole and Underwood suggests
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that in special cases line-tracing may be skipped altogether, and response time may depend on an
entirely different operation [9].
The work to characterize the elemental operations is important for understanding the behaviors
that should be evident in the operations’ implementation in the cognitive model. In fact, a working
cognitive model would allow researchers to design and test new operations which they suspect from
experimental and physiological evidence.
2.3 Existing Implementations of Visual Routines
In addition to research on the individual operations, there have been many projects attempting
to assemble the elemental operations into practical visual routines. Video games make an ideal
candidate for visual routine experimentation because of the finite set of inputs and actions. As com-
putational power has increased, there have also been successful implementations of visual routines
in many types of real-time systems.
2.3.1 Early implementations in games and graph understanding
One of the first applications of visual routines was in a game called Pengi, where a player advances
through a maze of moveable blocks while being chased by randomly-guided enemies [1]. Routines
were built to assist the computer in selecting the most relevant blocks and enemies (those that could
be directly helpful or harmful to the player). Rather than the exhaustive planning stage common
in game-playing driven by artificial intelligence, each routine focused on local features near the
player to make rational decisions. This reduction in complexity allowed the visual routines to focus
on significant events such as I’m-adjacent-to-my-chosen-projectile, instead of an explicit stateful
system.
This work preceded a more comprehensive set of routines for use in a game called Amazon [8].
The routines used in Amazon were based on the principle that the operations should be biologically
plausible, domain independent and programmatically sensible in implementation. This resulted in
a set of routines which was somewhat effective for playing Amazon (equivalent to the skill of a
beginner), but the routines were highly specialized for the particular game. They were useful to
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accomplish goals in the game, but not based on any observed human behaviors. This made the
routines difficult to apply to other domains.
In a somewhat more general framework, visual routines have also been employed in the field graph
understanding [28]. Routines such as steeper and intersects have been used to interpret graphs in
thermodynamics and economics. This system used human-like reasoning for interpretation, but the
computational advantages of visual routines are more aptly demonstrated in processing done by
real-time systems.
2.3.2 Visual routines in robotics and real-time systems
In real-time systems, visual routines have the advantage of simple, yet powerful computational
ability for video footage, which alleviates the NP-complete complexity of purely bottom-up visual
search algorithms [39]. Many projects have used routines as attention control mechanisms in au-
tomated navigation and driving. The first implementation of visual routines on video footage was
capable of steering a robot by searching complex environments with occlusion [18].
Visual routines have been used as libraries of visual commands for scene processing in robotic
navigation [14] and for landmark location and identification from video input [36]. Visual routines
have been employed in atomated driving tasks to determine speed and lane markings [3] as well as
traffic signs and traffic lights [37], and event spatial relationships between vehicles and other objets
on the road [32].
Another active field of research for visual routines is object and gesture recognition. Routines
have been used to recognize gestures such as pointing [22]. There have also been frameworks designed
for learning routines automatically through U-tree reinforcement [27]. This algorithm has been
applied to gesture recognition and processing of actions such as a ball falling or rolling behind an
occluding object [31]. Routines for eye recognition has been successfully learned through hybrid
genetic architectures [4] and evolutionary learning [19].
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2.4 From Gaze Tracking to Visual Routines
All of the existing systems built from visual routines, while successful, are based on the specific
goals of the system or the inclinations of the designer. In this project, I use a combination of gaze-
tracking methods and customized visualization software to record and analyze data from radiologic
technologists. I use the cognitive processes evident in the recordings from to derive the parameters
and functionality of each routine. In this way the routines are observed and experimentally supported
as a method for visual analysis.
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Chapter 3. Experimental Design
As a person views an image, the movements of their eyes give indications of the cognitive processes
in play through the patterns of fixations and saccades. A person’s eyes will fixate on the objects
which they are monitoring or contemplating internally. It is important to note that visual attention
and cognitive attention are not identical, nore does visual attention directly correspond with the
active visual routines [41]. However, the focus of visual attention is one of the primary sources of
information to our visual system, cognitive processes and visual routines. This heavy dependence of
our internal processes on the input from our eyes makes eye movement a reasonable place to search
for the presence of visual routines and to test their implementation in a cognitive framework.
3.1 Gaze Tracking to Capture Visual Attention
There are many methods and apparatuses of varying price and accuracy to record the objects or
features which a subject attends. For this study, the gaze recordings were made with a webcam using
gaze tracking software which was low-cost but acceptably accurate. Whether the trace is recorded
through mechanical equipment, infrared reflectance, or webcam, the result is a line similar to Figure
3.1 which indicates the areas of an image which drew a person’s visual attention.
A large percentage of the information collected by the human eye comes from the fovea, the
center 1-2 degrees of their field of vision, which contains over 50 percent of the sensory nerves in
the eye. Therefore, the size of the image determines what portion of the image is within the foveal
as well as the peripheral ranges and how far a person has to shift their eyes to view a new portion
of the image. The subjects in this research were presented images on a 24” widescreen display at a
resolution of 1900 by 1000 pixels. The subjects were seated two feet from the display, so that the
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Figure 3.1: A gaze recording of an expert’s analysis of the large skull fracture from Chapter 1.
Figure 3.2: Output from OpenGazer.
width of the images occupied approximately 25-30 degrees of their field of vision. This large size
makes it easier to differentiate fixations and saccadic movements.
A Logitech Quickcam 4000 webcam was placed at the base of the display to feed video into the
gaze tracking software. The software chosen for this study was a computer vision project called
OpenGazer. This software detects the eye movements of the subject by calculating the similarity to
stored images of the eyes looking at calibration points. It sacrifices some accuracy for affordability,
but allows subjects to sit comfortably without head gear or other restrictive eye tracking equipment.
OpenGazer recordings consist of a series of screen coordinates from the viewing session as shown
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in Figure 3.2. The coordinates begin from the first moment of calibration and continue until the
software is terminated. OpenGazer was modified so that the indicator of gaze location is nearly
invisible, and the points are silently stored for later analysis.
3.2 Details of the study
Selection of the subjects and materials for this study were based on ease of access and minimizing
costs. Future studies are planned to collect data more formally and with a more complete set of
images for analysis.
3.2.1 Radiologic technologists as subjects
The gaze traces for this research were collected from four radiologic technologists of various
experience from the University of Missouri Hospital. Radiologic technologists are responsible for
preparing patients and making scans for medical diagnosis. The technologist must verify that each
scan has the appropriate labels and orientation as well as sharpness and appropriate contrast levels.
If the patient has surgical pins or hardware, the technologist must make sure that these solid objects
do not obstruct the view of the rest of the anatomy. The technologists that participated in this
study were presented with a series of medical and non-medical images and asked to view each image
as if they were performing their regular task of assessing the image for scanning deficiencies.
The tasks that the technologists performed are evident in the traces from the selection of objects
viewed and the order in which the technologist viewed them. For example, before attending the
pathology of a particular image, technologists are trained to do certain diagnostics for the particular
type of scan. In addition to checking the labels, the recordings show the technologist taking various
alignment measurements–moving from one side of the pelvis or jaw to the other. While a technologist
is not responsible for diagnosing a pathology, the subjects in this study paid close attention to it and
the surrounding areas. Presumably, they were checking for obstructions or looking for anomalies
that would require further scans as well as satisfying their own curiosity.
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3.2.2 Selection of the images for analysis
The images presented to the technologists were both medical and non-medical in nature. The
medical images were x-ray scans chosen to expose behaviors such as symmetric comparison and
mental recall. In addition to straight-forward x-rays, some of the images contained distracting
or confusing elements. Other images had non-obvious orientation or significant obstruction. The
atypicality of these images was meant to bring out some of the higher-level problem solving routines
that may help an expert to analyze difficult images.
The x-rays were mixed in with non-medical images which depicted shapes of various size and
color in groups or arrangements which would encourage the viewer to perform an analysis or make
decisions about which objects to attend. For example, an image of three identical squares, two
of which were bounded inside a region, caused subjects to attend the bounded squares far more
frequently than the outlying one. This behavior possibly gives an indication of a natural tendency
to explore spatially-related objects. The purpose of these images was two-fold. In addition to
providing a simplified environment to observe behaviors such as the exploration of spatially-related
objects, the non-medical images kept the technologists from assuming the domain or type of each
image. If they could expect every image to be a medical scan, they may skip an important orienting
routine which determines the domain of the image they are viewing.
3.3 Visualization and Extraction of Gazes
Once a technologist was shown with an image and their gaze was recorded, they were presented
with a replay of their trace and asked to reflect on the motives and accuracy of it. The presentation
and analysis of the traces is provided by a custom piece of software called EyePath.
3.3.1 Custom visualization software: EyePath
The recordings, and their corresponding images, can be loaded into EyePath. EyePath is a
visualization software, which I created for viewing and analyzing the traces recorded by OpenGazer.
The data points of the trace are plotted and a line is interpolated between them to approximate the
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Figure 3.3: An interpolated eye trace segment demonstrating time lapse and visualization of over-
lapping traces.
smooth, natural eye movements.
Interpolation is done with a C-spline algorithm [23] to accurately intercept each data point and
make for easy and consistent calculation of any subset of points along the trace. The color of the
trace shifts through a color spectrum as it is plotted. This alleviates the difficulty of distinguishing
overlapping traces and makes it possible to follow a trace with the eyes, as shown in Figure 3.3.
Each segment represents approximately the same amount of time (1/15th of a second), so the shift
in color also allows one to estimate the duration of a fixation with a glance.
3.3.2 Tools for replaying a gaze tracking recording
The drawback to using inexpensive webcam-based gaze tracking methods is a certain level of
inaccuracy for the data points. EyePath compensates for this by allowing the user to make post-
recording calibration adjustments such as horizontal and vertical shift and scaling. The position of
the trace can be adjusted so that telling points in the trace can align with the underlying features
of an image. Often it is easy to align a trace with its image by concentrating on the trace of a curve
or the saccade between symmetric objects.
EyePath also provides tools for replaying the trace, or segments of the trace as well. There are
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sliders for selecting the index of the start and end points to be plotted. These are similar to frames
in film. This provides a user with an unobstructed sample of a portion of the trace for detailed
study. The feedback for the start and end points are played back in real-time, so that a user can
simulate the movement of the eyes simply by increasing the end frame at an appropriate speed.
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Chapter 4. Research Methods
After the gaze tracking data was collected, the images and recordings were analyzed for patterns
which would indicate useful visual routines. The feature vectors of each region in an image can give
clues to the features that trigger certain routines. Similarly, the properties of the gaze recording
give behavioral hints such as directional tendencies and frequency of return.
4.1 Feature Extraction
All of the objects or regions in an image, whether medical or non-medical, possess a set of features
such as color, shape and size. Some of these features are made available to our visual system before
we ever attend a particular region or object [38]. This is the information used for tasks such as
parallel searching.
4.1.1 Pre-attentive features
These pre-attentive features are part of the early visual system and may be available as in-
put to visual routines. To quantify the influence of pre-attentive features, the images are divided
into anatomical regions and the features are calculated on a region-by-region basis. An exhaustive
extraction of pre-attentive features has not been performed at this point because of the difficulty
associated with automated identification of the anatomical regions, but the histograms shown in
Figure 4.1 give an idea of the significance of pre-attentive properties in characterizing the regions.
4.1.2 Gaze tracking property extraction
Like the image and its pre-attentive features, the gaze traces also contain a set of features which
can be extracted as an indication of the underlying visual routines. Patterns in the fixations and
saccades hint at the behavior and the parameters for the relevant routine. The calculation of these
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Figure 4.1: A comparison between a whole-image histogram and the histogram of a label region.
The dramatic difference could be useful in characterizing the region in the visual system.
gaze features is listed in Table 4.1.
The saccade start and end are the coordinates of two consecutive points in the gaze trace. These
points can be the actual coordinates from the collected data or an aggregated set of these points.
For the charts discussed in the results section, the points are the actual coordinates. The distances
from the top and left of the image are equivalent to the x and y values, which can be used to study
behaviors in relation to the edges of the image. The distance from the center point is also measured
to identify tendencies to study objects close to the center of the image.
Proximity represents the distance traveled during the saccade. From the data collected, eye
movements typically travel to local features of interest. However, there are times when visual
attention shifts long distances. These distant saccades may be useful for automatically detecting the
change of task or visual routine. Backtracking is a boolean value which indicates whether the trace
has just visited this location in a previous saccade. Backtracking can indicate a quick comparison
behavior. It may also indicate that the subject did not find what they were looking for in the new
location.
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Feature Formula
saccade set S = {s0 . . . sn}
saccade start a = si : si ∈ S
saccade end b = si+1 : si+1 ∈ S
from-left bx
from-top by
proximity
√
(bx − ax)2 + (by − ay)2
backtrack si−1 = si+1 ∧ si 6= si+1 : si−1, si, si+1 ∈ S
from-center
√
(bx − width2 )2 + (by − height2 )2
direction d = − tan−1 ( by−aybx−ax )
previous-point p = si−1
last saccade ~U = b− a
this saccade ~V = p− a
turn-direction turn =sign of{(ax − px)(by − py)− (ay − py)(bx − px)}
∆ direction {pi − cos−1 ( ~U ·~V|~U || ~V | )} × turn
visited count of b ∈ {s0 . . . si−1}
last-visit for k from i to 0 { if (sk ≡ b) return i− k } return 0
Table 4.1: Gaze Features
The direction indicates the orientation of the saccade which is measured from the image’s base
orientation. In the data collected, direction frequently has a strong alternating behavior. The
subjects tend to shift back and forth rather than continuing along a straight path. Direction may be
more consistent with a task which follows a defined path such as reading. A related measurement
is the change in direction between two consecutive saccades. The change in direction is the signed
angle between saccades where a left turn gives a positive value and a right turn gives a negative value
and the magnitude of the change in direction gives the severity of the turn. The change in direction
can indicate patterns of movement such as clockwise or counter-clockwise object attendance.
Finally, the values for visited and last-visit measure the behaviors which determine the frequency
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Figure 4.2: A Comparison of Automatically Extracted Gaze Feature Data (distance, center-offset,
direction, and visits respectively) from Skull (top) and C-spine (bottom) X-ray Images
that an object is attended. Visited is a tally of the number of times an object has been visited
previously, while last-visit gives the approximate time since the last visit. An object which is
attended for the first time starts with a last-visit of the maximum number of saccades, which is the
total number of saccades since the beginning of the data. The number of times that an object is
visited and duration since the last visit could give an indication of the object’s significance and the
amount of information which the object contains which is related to the task at hand.
4.2 Overview of ACT-R Theory and Framework
After studying the traces from the radiologic technologists, a set of visual routines can be estab-
lished which perform the tasks observed. These routines are implemented using Carnegie-Mellon’s
ACT-R framework because it parallels the processes and limitations of the human mind [2]. The
ACT-R framework provides many mechanisms, such as declarative and procedural memories, neuron-
like activation threshholds and utility, which make for realistic implementation of visual routines.
4.2.1 Declarative and procedural memories
The programming environment of the ACT-R framework consists of modules, such as the visual,
motor, and procedural modules which perform functions which mimic regions of the human brain.
These modules interact through buffers which represent the current state of mind. Modules read and
write declarative memories, called chunks, from the buffers. Chunks are an abstract implementation
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Figure 4.3: Declarative memory g1 with the type visual-routine and the task read-label.
of the minds internal representation the models knowledge about the world as shown in Figure 4.3.
The set of declarative memories is dynamic and chunks can be added during the execution of a
model through the imaginal module.
The processing itself is determined by the procedural memories. These memories contain a
conditional section and an execution section as shown in Figure 4.5. Typically, the conditions which
determine the execution of the procedural memory are based on the current goal and the current
declarative memories. The conditional section is similar to the expression of an IF statement in
traditional programming. When the conditions from the buffers in question match the conditional
section, the procedural memory’s execution section may fire and add or change the state of the
system. In this way, the entire cognitive process can be represented in a manner similar to the firing
of neurons in the brain.
Just like nerves in the brain, declarative memories optionally have an activation threshold. If
more than one procedural memory matches the current state, the memory with the highest activation
is the one selected to fire. If none of the matching memories have an activation higher than the
activation threshold, no memory fires.
ACT-R also has a mechanism for utility-based learning. Utility measures the ’usefulness’ of
a particular memory by assigning a reward based on the success of its action. Reinforcement of
behaviors upon successful task execution helps the system to learn which memories are the most
successful or relevant in a particular scenario.
4.2.2 Vision module
The vision module is particularly relevant for a cognitive model of visual routines. This module
uses visual icons, ’visicons’, to track the information about a particular object in an image. A
device selects properties to populate a visicon based on the contents of an image or scene. Visicons
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initially only match based on pre-attentive features. A label, for example, would be represented
with its screen location and basic shape information, but attending an object reveals more detailed
information.
The discerning of this detailed information, and its semantic relevance as it leads to further
searching, is a primary goal of visual routines. By using elemental operations such as those proposed
by Ullman [40], visicons can be filled with facts from later stages of vision and higher-level cognition.
In the case of a label, this detailed information includes the main text and subtexts which could
potentially lead the model to a new line of analysis. If the label indicates the orientation of the film,
there could be processing for verification of the orientation and alignment or a careful examination
of anatomical structures that are known to be relevant in the particular type of scan.
4.3 ACT-R Theory Implementation
To build visual routines in ACT-R, I use declarative memory chunks, procedural memories, and
many of the other features of the ACT-R framework. The initial declarative memories consist of
the information automatically known to the system such as the pre-attentive features and high-level
information about people, places or things.
4.3.1 Device and module architecture
The architecture of the ACT-R model used to demonstrate the visual routines is shown in Figure
4.4. It consists of a series of independent components which emulate the structure of the human
visual system. As images are fed into the system, their features are extracted and stored as image
maps. An ACT-R device works with the image maps to build visicons which contain the relevant
information such as screen location, color and semantic information such as text.
Requests are made to the vision module, which incorporates the elemental operations. In par-
ticular, the index operation causes the vision module to acquire a location of an object defined by
the pre-attentive feature in question. The location can be given to the shift operation to make the
object the focus of attention and discover more detailed information about the object.
The visual buffer is used to communicate between the vision module and the visual routines. A
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Figure 4.4: The architecture for the visual routine module for ACT-R.
visual routine places a request in the buffer for processing by the vision module and the elemental
operations. Once the information is available, it is placed as a chunk in the visual buffer for retrieval
and processing by the visual routine.
4.3.2 Elemental operations as memories
Figure 4.5 shows the procedural implementation for the elemental operation for shifting focus.
This simple operation uses features built into the vision module to perform the work of placing new
chunks in the buffer. The memory is triggered when the goal buffer (responsible for the keeping track
of the current task), contains a visual routine that is in the state eo-shift. An additional condition is
that the visual-location buffer, which stores the current visual location, is non-empty and the visual
module is not busy.
If all of these conditions are met, the visual module is asked to move its attention to the location
from the visual-location buffer. Once the shift has occurred and the new information has been
encoded, the goal buffer is updated to reflect that the shift has completed.
4.3.3 Designing visual routines in ACT-R
The visual routines are stored as a sequence of procedural memories which depend on the elemen-
tal operations for a bulk of the information retrieval. Visual routines that were identified from the
recordings of the radiologic technologists in the study were based on interpretation of the gaze paths
under assumed tasks. Because of the current scarcity of data, the routines are loosely constructed
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Figure 4.5: Procedural memory eo-shift has a condition that the goal buffer must contain a request
to shift and an execution section which moves the attention of the visual module to the location
specified by =visual-location.
on the behaviors extracted from the gaze patterns, but also selected for their intrinsic value to a
technologist’s analysis. Three example routines and their experimental evidence are presented in
the next chapter.
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Chapter 5. Results
The visual routines described in this chapter are selected from the apparent behaviors of radiologic
technologists to demonstrate the use of elemental operations in a cognitive model built in ACT-R.
Each routine is likely to be commonly used in the field. Technologists may use a routine similar to
the read-label routine described below to discover the orientation or information about the contents
of an image. Similarly, they may use a routine like identify-foreign-object to find objects in the scene
which could obstruct the view of anatomical structures or hold some relevance to the purpose of
the scan. A routine like count-vertebrae would be used frequently to ensure that a scan includes all
of the relevant vertebrae for an analysis. Implementations of these routines are included in the full
source code of the model in Appendix A.
5.1 Identify-Foreign-Object
Identifying foreign objects is a regular part of a technologist’s analysis of a scan. Foreign objects,
such as the contents of a pocket or jewelry could block the view of a vital organ or tissue. Surgical
equipment, such as the bone plate shown in Figure 5.1, must be identified to ensure that it is still
in place and securely fastened.
5.1.1 Pre-attentive and gaze feature extraction
Because the foreign objects that technologists are concerned with are primarily dense or metallic
objects, they can be identified by their brightness on the x-ray. Once a bright object has been
identified, a verification process may occur which looks for details of the object such as smoothness
and regularity of edges as well as texture.
The gaze features for a single recording are shown in Figure 5.2. Each chart shows a single gaze
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Figure 5.1: Examples of foreign objects which appear on xray scans.
feature from Table 4.1 discussed in Chapter 4. The features are extracted for each eye movement
and plotted, and the duration of the feature attendance is marked in red. For the foreign objects
shown in figure 5.1, there were three separate visits during the recording, and each is considered
for behaviors in the visual routine. The initial visit to the object shows the subject identifying the
object, while subsequent visits collect more detailed information as necessary.
Based on the data extracted from images and recordings, the identify-foreign-object visual routine
was designed to search out bright objects. The behaviors of the routine were established through a
visual inspection of the data, although this could be automated in the future.
The gaze features are evidence for a number of behaviors. The entire length of the object is not
visited in a single routine, which suggests that foreign objects can be identified without studying the
entire object. There is a significant amount of backtracking and back-and-forth movement which
shows that the subject does not gather all of the information for a region at once, but builds up
information about parts of the object across multiple visits. This is also supported by the repeated
visits to the object over the course of the recording. There is no significant change in behavior of
direction of movement during the identify-foreign-object routine; direction alternates consistently
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Figure 5.2: Gaze features during foreign-object routine.
throughout the recording. The direction of movement could be expected to change for routines that
involve an ordered scan through regions of an object, such as in reading long strings of text.
5.1.2 Implementation in ACT-R
The implementation of the identify-foreign-object routine in ACT-R is a simple demonstration
of the visual routine model.
Steps to identify a foreign object
1. Use Index by brightness to establish location of object
2. Use Shift attention to make details of the object available
3. Confirm the object is a foreign object using detailed information
4. encode the identity of the object
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The first step of the process is to use the index elemental operation to retrieve the location of
a bright object. This involves creating an eo-index-properties chunk which holds to request to be
made, and placing the chunk into the visual buffer. The properties which can be requested by the
index operation are limited those which are available pre-attentively. Other details of the objects
are hidden until they are explicitly attended. The elemental operation then uses this information to
search the visual environment supplied by the device for an object with the requested properties.
The second step uses the shift elemental operation to change the focus of attention. The shift
operation requires that a visual location exists in the visual buffer, which is always the case after
a successful index operation. The vision module uses this visual location to retrieve an object and
make the detailed information for the object available.
Once the details of the object are available, the visual routine is able to encode the relevant
attributes of the object. Since the identification of foreign objects based on the contents of an
image is beyond the scope of this research, the foreign objects are stored with their identity by the
device. The visual routine accesses this identity information and creates a foreign-object chunk in
its declarative memory with the discovered information.
5.1.3 The visual routine in action
Foreign objects are relatively easy to identify in x-rays because of their solid, white appearance
or their regular shapes and right angles. The properties are easily indexable, and immediately
searchable, so it is reasonable to assume that the routine includes a request to the index operation.
In cases where the foreign object is organic in nature, the pre-attentive attributes would be
more difficult to distinguish from the regular anatomy. More difficult cases of object search and
identification require more research.
Future routines for identifying foreign objects may depend on more sophisticated methods of
identification which may include breaking the object into multiple sub-objects or exploring the
relation of the foreign object to nearby tissue to determine whether the object is an obstruction or
a part of the anatomy. Advanced marking operations may allow a routine to determine whether
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Figure 5.3: Examples of labels used to indicate position and orientation for x-rays.
an object is blocking relevant objects by determining whether an expected object lies at the same
location as the foreign object.
5.2 Read-Label
The read-label routine demonstrates how the model can acquire semantic information about a
target object. Many times an x-ray will contain at least one label which gives information about
the orientation or position of the scan. In difficult x-rays, labels like those shown in Figure 5.3
can be essential to providing an accurate analysis. The ACT-R cognitive model uses the read-label
routine to search out and read the contents of these labels. Future routines would then perform
their analysis based on the orientation read from a label.
The label is a special form of foreign object (a non-anatomical object in the x-ray), and shares
the identifying features. Like the previously discussed foreign objects, a label is clearly identifiable
by its pre-attentive features based on the evidence that a subject searching for a label can do so
immediately and without exhaustive searching. It is important to choose the identifiable features
accurately to avoid misclassifications during analysis. Features can be extracted from a set of regions
associated with labels to get an idea of how a label is identified.
5.2.1 Pre-attentive and gaze features
The features which help to uniquely recognize a label are the shape, especially right angles, the
brightness, and the presence of text. Location is also an important part of locating a label, as labels
are often found on the edge of an image or in the corners.
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Figure 5.4: Gaze features during label routine.
Gaze features like those in Figure 5.4, the read-label show that the visual routine has some distinct
characteristics. The x and y coordinates (top left), indicate that the labels were consistently visited
at the end of gradual shifts across the image, and on the return toward the center of the image.
It can also be seen in the graph of proximity (bottom left) that visits to the labels were always
marked by longer saccades. Because the labels are at the edges of the image, these longer saccades
combined with the extreme x and y coordinates could be used to characterize the read-label routine.
5.2.2 Implementation in ACT-R
The read-label routine requires the index and shift operations discussed in the previous routine
to locate and focus on a label given the pre-attentive features. Once a label has been located the
main and subtexts from the visual-object are stored in declarative memory chunks for future use.
Steps to read a label
1. Use Index by brightness to establish location of object
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2. Use Shift attention to make details of the object available
3. Confirm the object is a label using detailed information
4. Encode the identity of the object
The initial steps of the routine are similar to those of all foreign objects. An object is located and
attended based on brightness. Once the object is available in the visual buffer, it can be confirmed
as a label. This is done by ensuring that the object contains text and possibly subtext. The label
is encoded by storing this text and subtext in a label chunk in declarative memory.
5.2.3 The visual routine in action
The existing chunk for labels includes a slot for a main text and subtext, but if a label contains
more detailed information, a more complex chunk would be required. It is likely that it would
be appropriate, since labels can carry different types of information, to create specialized chunks
for different types of labels. These labels may also require special routines to extract all of the
appropriate information.
The read-label routine is efficient in its resources and uses a realistic amount of time to complete
the identification process. The labels can be found in a small amount of time due to their index-
ability. The current model locates and collects all of the relevant information from a label in just
over half a second. These results are similar to those seen in the experts, however there is likely to be
a verification process to ensure that the identified label is actually a label and contains meaningful
or expected information. This verification has not been modeled because its behaviors have not been
studied.
In future cognitive models, the semantic information collected by read-label can be used by other
routines and cognitive processes to determine a new task or the next step in an existing task. For
example, if it has been determined that a scan is of the right upper leg, the next step may be to
search for the femur and determine its orientation.
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Figure 5.5: The number of vertebrae can be crucial in some types of scan.
5.3 Count-Vertebrae
The count-vertebrae routine is required by radiologic technologists to determine whether a scan
contains the proper number of vertebrae. For example, in a c-spine scan like the one shown in
Figure 5.5, it is important to account for all seven of the neck vertebrae so that the radiologist has a
complete picture of the expected region based on the type of scan. The seventh vertebrae is actually
missing from the scan shown in the figure, which suprisingly did not elicit a noticeable response in
the subjects in the study.
5.3.1 Pre-attentive features
Counting vertebrae requires a different set of pre-attentive features, because the vertebra are not
as distinct as foreign objects or labels. The number of objects is likely to be relevant pre-attentive
feature for vertebrae, as vertebrae are typically in a series like the one in Figure 5.5.
The technologists used in this study did not appear to explicitly count the vertebrae, so the gaze
features instead represent visits to the vertebrae. The visits to the vertebrae are similar in behavior
to a counting procedure, but the vertebrae were visited too briefly for counting to take place.
In the trace plotted in Figure 5.6, only the first movement through the spine visited all of the
vertebrae. Subsequent visits were during small shifts through the image, and were likely to be
wandering behavior more than an intentional study of the vertebrae.
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Figure 5.6: Gaze features during vertebrae counting routine.
5.3.2 Implementation in ACT-R
Unlike a typical programming language, ACT-R’s cognitive structures do not include built-in
operators for mathematics. To count the number of vertebrae, chunks for number sequence must
be included in the declarative memory. Beyond the number of vertebrae, there is no additional
information stored about the visit to each vertebra.
Steps to count vertebrae
1. Use Index by number to establish location of object
2. Use Shift attention to make details of the object available
3. Confirm the object is a vertebrae using detailed information
4. increment the known number of vertebrae
5. Repeat until there are no unvisited vertebrae
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The procedural memories for count-vertebrae include the requests for the index and shift opera-
tions used in the previous routines as well as procedures for counting the number of vertebrae. For
each discovered vertebrae, the current count is incremented. The count is stored in a declarative
memory which represents the known number of vertebrae in the image. It is incremented through a
two-step process which involves retrieving the chunk which represents the next number in sequence
and then updating the known number of vertebrae to the retrieved chunk. Finally, the goal buffer
is returned to its initial state to cause the routine to continue its search for another vertebrae. This
process repeats until there are no vertebrae left to count.
5.3.3 The visual routine in action
The count-vertebrae routine’s performance is similar to that of a human performing the same
task. The counting process for six vertebrae takes approximately five seconds, which would seem
to be a realistic duration for counting. The routine also never counts a vertebra twice or misses a
vertebra in the current implementation, because the vertebra are all accurately accounted for in the
existing device. This will be more challenging with vertebra which are partially occluded or difficult
to separate from other anatomical features.
The current implementation does not visit the vertebrae in order, but it is very likely that true
counting routines move from one end to the other. This is because the visual finsts, which keep
track of which objects have been visited recently are limited to tracking around five objects at a
time. When the number of objects exceeds five, it becomes difficult to track whether an object has
been visited without some form of organized enumeration. There is likely to be a common counting
routine which accounts for many of the behaviors in human counting tasks. This routine and its
implementation should be the subject of further study. For example, an improved implementation
of the routine would probably start at the top or bottom of the visible spine and count each adjacent
vertebra, but the simpler demonstration is adequate for showing the methods and capabilities of the
current cognitive model.
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Chapter 6. Discussion
There are many more potential routines that could be found in the gaze tracking recordings of
radiologic technologists. Each could be isolated and its properties can be matched by hand, and
the effectiveness of the routine could be compared to human subjects using the methods described
in Chapter 4 given enough time. However, it would be more productive to search for automated
methods of feature and routine extraction.
6.1 Identifying Visual Routines
The technique of discovering routines based on gaze recordings allows the routines to exhibit
actual human behavior. While the gaze recording methods will benefit from further research, the
traces are easy to collect and allow for a task-relevant cognitive model.
6.1.1 Issues for gaze recordings
One of the major limitations of designing routines based on gaze tracking evidence is the sepa-
ration of visual and internal attention. While the visual attention and the low-level features under
analysis are indicated by the recording, the target of internal attention, the feature that is undergoing
cognitive processing, is still unclear. Further studies could attempt to identify the subject of inter-
nal attention through in-depth discussion of the gaze recording with the technologists. Most likely,
internal attention will remain a challenge for gaze tracking as a method for identifying cognitive
processes until the nature of internal attention is understood.
Another limitation of this method of visual routine identification is that timing is an important
consideration for cognitive processing. The webcam used in the data collection stage of this study
captures eye movements at around 15 frames per second, some of which are dropped due to the design
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of the OpenGazer software and hardware constraints. This relatively coarse timing granularity,
combined with the inexact location of the gaze estimate, makes it impossible to detect microsaccades
and involuntary eye movements which are a constant noise factor in eye tracking. The low frame-rate
in data collect can be easily remedied with a more powerful webcam and processing power.
The current implementation of OpenGazer does not timestamp the gaze coordinates, which
means that it is also hard to get an exact duration for fixations or saccades. During future studies, if
this data is determined to be necessary, OpenGazer can be modified to include timing information.
6.1.2 Potential of gaze recordings
The appeal of webcam-based gaze tracking is that the hardware and software costs are minimal,
and the subjects are able to sit and view images comfortably in a natural environment. Simple data
collection means it is easy to gather large amounts of data quickly, and push it straight through to
analysis and the development of visual routines.
The routines that result from gaze recordings are highly relevant to the task at hand, as they are
based on real behaviors recorded during problem solving. This assures that the cognitive model has
a reasonable chance of reflecting the human nature of the analysis, which complements the designs
of the ACT-R framework and furthers cognitive and image understanding research.
6.2 Routines Derived Through Experimental Results
Beyond the empirical identification of routines based on the observed behaviors of the subjects,
computational analysis of the gaze recordings allows for the features to be quantitatively related to
the routines.
6.2.1 Limitations in experimental results
Of course, the only behaviors which can be measured and converted to visual routines are those
which are observable in a particular analysis. Future studies must be careful in the selection of
images and the tasks given to the subjects in order to capture the predicted visual routines.
Due to the complexity of the visual system, there are likely to be drastic differences in the visual
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routines, even among experts of similar experience. Since this study only recorded the gaze patterns
of four subjects, it is difficult to assess how much difference will exist and what behaviors will be
common.
6.2.2 Benefits of identifying routines from experimental results
Using features extracted from gaze recordings as the basis of visual routines has the advantage of
being computable across large sample sizes. Common visual routines can be identified across many
images to find the relevant features and behaviors. It also provides a quantifiable way to compare
routines like reading labels across different image types.
It can be expected that visual routines designed from gaze recordings will follow the closely
follow the expectations and reasoning of the experts. As opposed to routines which are based on the
intuition of the programmer, experimentally-based routines are designed to perform a true analysis
including all of the strategies of an expert.
6.3 The effectiveness of visual routines in ACT-R
The label-reading, object-finding and vertebrae-counting routines are a reasonable prototype for
a model of cognitive visual analysis. Using visual routines, the information from these objects can
be collected and made available to cognitive processing through a focused attendance of the objects.
This allows the model to spend time acquiring only the relevant knowledge in a manner similar to
that of a human analyst.
6.3.1 Selection and analysis of the routines
Instead of exhaustively processing all of the details of an image, these routines are able to make
an analysis by gathering information about only the relevant features. For humans, this is important
because of the relatively limited processing capabilities of the the brain. Even in computers where
computation is orders of magnitude more powerful, limiting the set of objects to only those which
are relevant is a significant optimization.
Careful exclusion of irrelevant features also means that no resources are wasted on features which
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the routine does not consider pertinent to the current task. For humans, there is only a very small
amount of working memory which can be used to keep track of the task at hand. While a computer
model could potentially track far more chunks of information, the ability of expert image analysts
shows that the requirements for working memory are small. This also keeps the model simpler by
collecting only those chunks which could be used for further processing.
6.3.2 Meaningful cognitive processes
At this point, I have assumed that objects which the expert predicts will hold the most useful
information are analyzed first, and the expected information gain decreases as more objects are
analyzed. This means that order of attendance is a strong indication of the relevance of the object
to the current task.
Models which contain expert visual routines make for an accurate and effective simulation of
expert cognition. As more routines and high-level information are added, these models will be able
to produce results similar to those of an expert analysts. These results will be directly applicable in
training as well as in the field.
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Chapter 7. Conclusion
Using ACT-R to build a system to perform visual analysis based on gaze recordings is an potentially
useful method for cognitive modeling of visual routines. Not only is it fairly robust and extendable,
but it shows potential for use in the field. The application of visual routines meets the requirements
set forth earlier for a cognitive model, which makes it worth considering as a realistic model for
experimentation.
7.1 Building Blocks for a Cognitive Model
As demonstrated, visual routines make satisfactory building blocks for a cognitive model of visual
analysis. They are modular, and they mimic the functions performed by human cognitive processes.
As an added benefit, they can be extended based on the feedback from expert image analysts or
experimental results from further study.
7.1.1 Ease of assembly of routines
Chaining visual routines is a familiar concept to any programmer who uses a functional style
of programming. The infinite sequences of routines based on the elemental operations allow the
cognitive model to accomplish even highly sophisticated cognition. The sequences can also be
structured in hierarchies easily. This means that simple routines such as find-label can be called by
higher-level routines such as establish-orientation-and-position. The routines can easily be shared
between tasks, similar to the way the brain shares the elemental operations between routines. While
the functional and hierarchical natures of visual routines have not be explored formally, it is likely
that these are as useful to the brain as they are to programming in the cognitive model.
The mechanisms of declarative and procedural memory are dynamic. New routines can be
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added to the model simply by adding procedural memories and new information can be added to
the declarative memory as feature extraction methods become more sophisticated. In the same way
that the brain has little trouble assimilating new knowledge, this cognitive model built in ACT-R has
few problems acquiring new knowledge or procedures and putting them to use in cognitive processes.
In fact, as long as activations and utilities are parameterized correctly, when the number of
chunks in declarative memory increases, the system has a greater chance of making accurate and
complete assessments of images. There is ample opportunity to make extensions to the framework
easily, without having to make major revisions to the model.
7.1.2 Robustness in ability and application
The chunk-oriented nature of the ACT-R framework makes it simple to add new memories to the
system. This means there is practically no limit to the depth of information which can be extracted
from an image. These memories can come from the visual routines or other modules in ACT-R and
be incorporated to give a more detailed of the image.
The system handles entirely new tasks or procedures with few changes or additions. If a new
type of medical scan, say a CT scan, is added to the set of images which can be analyzed, the
developer only needs to provide the new routines which are specific to the CT scan. Many of the
existing routines which are appropriate for other types of images will be directly applicable since the
set of pre-attentive features is similar for all types of images. Routines are built to be independent
of the content of the image, and they are reusable as long as they match the appropriate feature
conditions.
7.2 Fulfilling the Requirements of a Cognitive Model of the Visual System
Visual routines and their implementation fulfill the requirements set forth for a useful cognitive
model, and consequently, they provide an excellent system for implementing expert analysis of
medical images.
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7.2.1 Verification and sharing of cognitive theories
The cognitive model in ACT-R applies existing cognitive theories including the pre-attentive
features and the early stages of vision as well as the separation of early vision from the cognitive
processes. All of the features extracted and supplied to the visicons are based on cognitive research
on early vision. The ACT-R visual system is innately designed to separate the pre-attentive feature
extraction, which would normally be performed by the stages of early vision from the procedural
processing during analysis. This demonstration of the theories in action shows that the theories are
both plausible and effective as explanations of the complex interactions in the human visual system.
The model is structured, with specific functionality allocated to the device, module, buffers,
elemental operations, and visual routines. Still, the model remains flexible because each aspect
of the model functions independently and may be replaced entirely without affect the operation
of the other modules. For example, if new methods for extracting pre-attentive features become
available, the device can be substituted at run-time as long as it adheres to the established interface.
Similarly, a user hoping to add a routine for a new task can do so within to constraints of the existing
framework. They simply need to define a new set of procedural memories which call on the existing
routines and elemental operations. Even the elemental operations can be extended by simply adding
a new chunk type and procedural memory. This also makes it possible to incorporate components
developed from other groups.
7.2.2 Cognitive models versus computational models
Human capabilities are the most essential restriction to the cognitive model. ACT-R is already
based on a large body of research on human cognitive theory. Timing for retrieval from declarative
memory and interacting with buffers is based on experimental data and can be compared directly
with human experiments. These restrictions are persisted to the visual routines and their inputs
and computations. From the set of features available from the device to the methods in which visual
routines and elemental operations are allowed to interact, every visual routine has been designed
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with the primary goal of adhering to reasonable human behaviors.
In addition to timing, ACT-R’s execution structure does not directly allow massive parallelism or
excessive amounts of working memory. Since each round of execution only fires a single procedural
memory, and the selection is based on relatively simple conditional mechanism, the program structure
remains similar to the possible implementations in true cognitive processes. Also, since ACT-R makes
the firing of each procedural memory available in logs, it is possible to follow each step of reasoning
along to course of the task. At each point it is possible for an expert to confirm that the step is
logical and aligned with the overall goals of the analysis. Routines which do not follow the behavior
of their human counterparts, no matter how effective, should not be considered for a cognitive model
of a system for visual analysis.
7.2.3 Medical applications for cognitive models in ACT-R
Program control structures are very limited in the ACT-R model. The mechanisms for condition-
als, branching and data structures are built into the chunk-driven realization of a neural network.
Each production fires based on the existence of particular chunks or the presence of some goal. This
is intuitive to even non-technical users. The simple IF-THEN structure to every procedural memory
makes things consistent and readable across the system. While the flow of the program is not the
traditional well-formed algorithm that programmers typically deal with, the explicit step-by-step
nature is easy for even non-programmers to follow.
Once an expert has provided feedback on a sequence of decisions from the cognitive model,
it is easy to add their feedback to the set of declarative memories and procedural conditions to
incorporate their medical expertise. For example, if an expert determines that brightness is an
important attribute for foreign objects, it is easy to add this conditional logic to the visual routine
without restructuring or redesigning algorithms or interfaces.
7.3 Visual Routines in the Field
Down the road, the visual routines and cognitive model presented in this thesis could be useful
for students and experts in the field. Students and novices have direct access to the reasoning of
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Figure 7.1: A C-spine scan with important areas emphasized.
experts, which allows them to learn more quickly and catch mistakes in their own logic. The model
could also help to reduce medical errors as system provides an expert second-opinion.
7.3.1 Routines used for guidance
Since the set of relevant features and objects are prioritized for cognitive processing, they can
be emphasized to the user for consideration. As shown in figure 7.1, features which experts use
frequently to make their assessments could be highlighted for special attention.
Highlighting areas of importance can also serve to ensure that the most significant features are
not missed. A weary clinician could potentially miss subtle clues that could prove important to a
diagnosis. Since this system is designed to discover these critical features, it could make them more
noticeable. Even for an attentive clinician, this can mean time savings as it reduces the amount of
effort required to search the image exhaustively.
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7.3.2 Routines used for a second opinion
This system based on a cognitive model using visual routines could be used for a second opinion
for both experienced and inexperienced practitioners. For difficult images, a low-cost second opinion
can make the practitioner more confident in their assessment. For students, this provides a very
effective training method.
A second opinion also helps to reduce medical errors. If the user has difficulty making an
assessment, clues from the system’s analysis could give them a place to start. In cases where subtle
features can be a critical factor in diagnosing from an image, the system might make these features
noticeable and improved the chance that everything is interpreted correctly.
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Chapter 8. Further Research
There are many areas for potential research based on the results of this project. One of the simplest
and most beneficial prospects would be to integrate this cognitive model of visual analysis into ACT-
R itself as a module, possibly as an extension of the existing vision module. This module would take
input from image and visicons and produce declarative memory chunks derived through a visual
routine-oriented device. A vision module with specialized visual routine buffers could allow users
to implement their own custom visual routines and set priorities for feature salience. The output
from this module would be high-level facts about objects and structure of the relationships between
objects in the visual scene.
The list of pre-attentive features used to build these routines is not exhaustive. There are likely
to be many other features which are capable of being processed in parallel and made available to
visual routines. These may be discovered in the process of building future routines as being necessary
for the routine’s function. The feature could then be plugged in and verified through the existing
cognitive model and compared to results from human subjects. Discovery of these pre-attentive
features would benefit not only this project but research in search tasks and early vision.
It may be possible to identify visual routines effectively using automated methods. By looking
for telltale signs such as repeated patterns in the gaze trace data or clear divisions in task execution,
routines could be established automatically which could perform each step of the trace. These
potential routines could be plugged into the cognitive model for easy testing and comparison with
human results.
Many medical practitioners could benefit from a cognitive model for image analysis. Radiologic
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technologists perform a very specific task in medical imaging, but the images are also analyzed by
other experts such as radiologists for diagnosis. Dermatologists also use images, in addition to tactile
information, to assist them in treatment of various diseases.
Even in non-medical domains, image analysis is an important aspect of many professions. Essen-
tially any domain where images play a key role would benefit from a human-like cognitive model of
visual analysis. For example, geospatial analysts who work with maps and images to study regions
for planning or tactical purposes; a similar system based on a cognitive model of visual knowledge
for geospatial could highlight important features or areas identified by experts as being relevant for
specific tasks. Similarly, image databases can gain from cognitive models through the automatic
selection of relevant features for searching and content-based retrieval.
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Chapter 9. Appendix A: Model Source Code
(defun do-experiment ()
(reset)
; for now, visual locations are hard-coded into the device
(let* ((visual-location-chunks
(define-chunks
(isa visual-location screen-x 570 screen-y 200 kind label
value label height 50 width 220 color white)
(isa visual-location screen-x 950 screen-y 160 kind label
value label height 100 width 270 color white)
(isa visual-location screen-x 700 screen-y 790 kind foreign-object
value foreign-object height 180 width 50 color white)
(isa visual-location screen-x 800 screen-y 20 kind foreign-object
value foreign-object height 780 width 290 color white)
(isa visual-location screen-x 853 screen-y 391 kind vertebra
value vertebra height 121 width 304 color white)
(isa visual-location screen-x 817 screen-y 512 kind vertebra
value vertebra height 118 width 340 color white)
(isa visual-location screen-x 817 screen-y 630 kind vertebra
value vertebra height 86 width 322 color white)
(isa visual-location screen-x 817 screen-y 716 kind vertebra
value vertebra height 93 width 294 color white)
(isa visual-location screen-x 758 screen-y 809 kind vertebra
value vertebra height 85 width 313 color white)
(isa visual-location screen-x 735 screen-y 895 kind vertebra
value vertebra height 100 width 290 color white)))
(visual-object-chunks
(define-chunks
(isa label value "R" height 50 width 220 color white subtext "GD")
(isa label value "X-TABLE" height 100 width 270 color white)
(isa foreign-object value "support" height 180 width 50 color white)
(isa foreign-object value "brace+pins" height 780 width 290 color white)
(isa vertebra value "v1" height 121 width 304 color white)
(isa vertebra value "v2" height 118 width 340 color white)
(isa vertebra value "v3" height 86 width 322 color white)
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(isa vertebra value "v4" height 93 width 294 color white)
(isa vertebra value "v5" height 85 width 313 color white)
(isa vertebra value "v6" height 100 width 290 color white)))
(the-device (pairlis visual-location-chunks visual-object-chunks)))
(install-device the-device)
(proc-display)
;(run 10 :real-time t)))
(run 10)))
(clear-all)
; define the device methods for the list device (see ACT-R device tutorial)
(defvar *mouse-pos* (vector 0 0))
(defmethod device-move-cursor-to ((device list) loc) (
model-output "Model moved mouse to ~A" loc) (setf *mouse-pos* loc))
(defmethod get-mouse-coordinates ((device list)) *mouse-pos*)
(defmethod device-handle-click ((device list)) (
model-output "Model clicked the mouse"))
(defmethod device-handle-keypress ((device list) key) (
model-output "Model pressed key ~c" key))
(defmethod cursor-to-vis-loc ((device list)) nil)
(defmethod build-vis-locs-for ((device list) vismod) (mapcar ’car device))
(defmethod vis-loc-to-obj ((device list) vis-loc) (cdr (assoc vis-loc device)))
(define-model visual-routines
(sgp :visual-num-finsts 10 :visual-finst-span 10)
(sgp :esc t :lf .05 :trace-detail medium)
;; Add Chunk-types here
(chunk-type visual-routine (task nil) (state start))
(chunk-type (vr-count-vertebrae (:include visual-routine)) (count zero))
; chunk-types for device
(chunk-type (label (:include visual-object)) (subtext ""))
(chunk-type (foreign-object (:include visual-object)))
(chunk-type (vertebra (:include visual-object)))
(chunk-type eo-index-properties kind)
(chunk-type number-fact identity next value)
(chunk-type x-ray-label (text "") (subtext ""))
(chunk-type x-ray-foreign-object (name ""))
(chunk-type x-ray-vertebra (name ""))
;; Add Chunks here
(add-dm
(start isa chunk) (stop isa chunk) (attend isa chunk)
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(count isa chunk) (encode-count isa chunk)
(increment isa chunk)
(eo-index isa chunk) (eo-shift isa chunk)
(eo-color isa chunk) (eo-trace isa chunk) (eo-mark isa chunk)
(one isa chunk)(two isa chunk)
(three isa chunk)(four isa chunk)
(five isa chunk)(six isa chunk)
(seven isa chunk)(eight isa chunk)
(nine isa chunk)(ten isa chunk)
(zero isa chunk) (eleven isa chunk)
(n0 isa number-fact identity zero next one value "0")
(n1 isa number-fact identity one next two value "1")
(n2 isa number-fact identity two next three value "2")
(n3 isa number-fact identity three next four value "3")
(n4 isa number-fact identity four next five value "4")
(n5 isa number-fact identity five next six value "5")
(n6 isa number-fact identity six next seven value "6")
(n7 isa number-fact identity seven next eight value "7")
(n8 isa number-fact identity eight next nine value "8")
(n9 isa number-fact identity nine next ten value "9")
(n10 isa number-fact identity ten next eleven value "10")
(read-label isa chunk)
(identify-foreign-object isa chunk)
(count-vertebrae isa chunk)
(g1 ISA visual-routine task read-label)
)
;; Add productions here
(p done-reading-label
=goal>
isa visual-routine
task read-label
state stop
==>
+goal>
isa visual-routine
task identify-foreign-object
state start
!output! (finished reading label)
)
(p done-identifying-foreign-object
=goal>
isa visual-routine
task identify-foreign-object
state stop
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==>
+goal>
isa vr-count-vertebrae
task count-vertebrae
state start
!output! (finished identifying foreign object)
)
(p done-counting-vertebrae
=goal>
isa visual-routine
task count-vertebrae
state stop
==>
-goal>
!output! (finished counting vertebrae)
)
;; PSUEDO ELEMENTAL OPERATIONS ;;
;; 1. INDEX
(p eo-index
=goal>
isa visual-routine
state eo-index
=imaginal>
isa eo-index-properties
kind =k
==>
+visual-location>
ISA visual-location
:attended nil
kind =k
=goal>
state find-location
)
;; 2. SHIFT
(p eo-shift
=goal>
isa visual-routine
state eo-shift
=visual-location>
ISA visual-location
?visual>
state free
==>
+visual>
ISA move-attention
screen-pos =visual-location
=goal>
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state attend
)
;; 3. COLOR
(p eo-color
=goal>
isa visual-routine
state eo-color
==>
=goal>
state stop
!output! (found region by coloring)
)
;; 4. TRACE
(p eo-trace
=goal>
isa visual-routine
state eo-trace
==>
=goal>
state stop
!output! (found object by tracing)
)
;; 5. MARK
(p eo-mark
=goal>
isa visual-routine
state eo-mark
==>
=goal>
state stop
!output! (marked location for reference)
)
;; VISUAL ROUTINES ;;
;; 1. READ LABEL
(p vr-read-label
=goal>
isa visual-routine
task read-label
state start
==>
+imaginal>
isa eo-index-properties
kind label
=goal>
state eo-index
!output! (reading a label...)
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)(p vr-read-label-not-found
=goal>
isa visual-routine
task read-label
state find-location
?visual-location>
state error
==>
=goal>
state stop
!output! (cannot find label!)
)
(p vr-read-label-shift
=goal>
isa visual-routine
task read-label
state find-location
=visual-location>
isa visual-location
?visual>
state free
==>
=visual-location> ;preserve buffer contents
=goal>
state eo-shift
)
(p vr-read-label-store
=goal>
isa visual-routine
state attend
=visual>
isa label
value =v1
subtext =v2
==>
=goal>
state stop
+imaginal>
isa x-ray-label
text =v1
subtext =v2
!output! (read label =v1 =v2)
)
;; 2. FOREIGN OBJECT
(p vr-foreign-object
=goal>
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isa visual-routine
task identify-foreign-object
state start
?imaginal>
state free
==>
+imaginal>
isa eo-index-properties
kind foreign-object
=goal>
state eo-index
!output! (identifying a foreign object...)
)
(p vr-foreign-object-not-found
=goal>
isa visual-routine
task identify-foreign-object
state find-location
?visual-location>
state error
==>
=goal>
state stop
!output! (cannot find foreign object!)
)
(p vr-foreign-object-shift
=goal>
isa visual-routine
task identify-foreign-object
state find-location
=visual-location>
isa visual-location
?visual>
state free
==>
=visual-location> ;preserve buffer contents
=goal>
state eo-shift
)
(p vr-foreign-object-store
=goal>
isa visual-routine
state attend
=visual>
isa foreign-object
value =v1
==>
=goal>
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state stop
+imaginal>
isa x-ray-foreign-object
name =v1
!output! (found foreign object =v1)
)
;; 3. COUNT VERTEBRAE
(p vr-count-vertebrae
=goal>
isa vr-count-vertebrae
task count-vertebrae
state start
?imaginal>
state free
==>
+imaginal>
isa eo-index-properties
kind vertebra
=goal>
state eo-index
!output! (counting vertebrae...)
)
(p vr-count-vertebrae-not-found
=goal>
isa vr-count-vertebrae
task count-vertebrae
state find-location
count =n
?visual-location>
state error
==>
=goal>
state encode-count
+retrieval>
isa number-fact
identity =n
)
(p vr-count-vertebrae-encode
=goal>
isa vr-count-vertebrae
task count-vertebrae
state encode-count
=retrieval>
isa number-fact
value =v1
==>
=goal>
state stop
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!output! (counted =v1 vertebra)
)
(p vr-count-vertebrae-shift
=goal>
isa vr-count-vertebrae
task count-vertebrae
state find-location
=visual-location>
isa visual-location
?visual>
state free
==>
=visual-location> ;preserve buffer contents
=goal>
state eo-shift
)
(p vr-count-vertebrae-store
=goal>
isa vr-count-vertebrae
task count-vertebrae
state attend
=visual>
isa vertebra
value =v1
==>
=goal>
state count
+imaginal>
isa x-ray-vertebra
name =v1
!output! (found vertebra =v1)
)
(p vr-count-vertebrae-count
=goal>
isa vr-count-vertebrae
task count-vertebrae
state count
count =n
==>
=goal>
state increment
+retrieval>
isa number-fact
identity =n
)
(p vr-count-vertebrae-incr
=goal>
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isa vr-count-vertebrae
task count-vertebrae
state increment
=retrieval>
isa number-fact
next =n
==>
=goal>
count =n
state start
)
(goal-focus g1)
)
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Chapter 10. Appendix B: Model Output
0.000 GOAL SET-BUFFER-CHUNK GOAL G1 REQUESTED NIL
0.000 VISION SET-BUFFER-CHUNK VISUAL-LOCATION
VISUAL-LOCATION0-0 REQUESTED NIL
0.000 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
0.050 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-READ-LABEL
READING A LABEL...
0.050 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
0.050 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
0.250 IMAGINAL SET-BUFFER-CHUNK IMAGINAL EO-INDEX-PROPERTIES0
0.250 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
0.300 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED EO-INDEX
0.300 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
0.300 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL-LOCATION
0.300 VISION Find-location
0.300 VISION SET-BUFFER-CHUNK VISUAL-LOCATION
VISUAL-LOCATION0-0
0.300 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
0.350 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-READ-LABEL-SHIFT
0.350 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
0.400 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED EO-SHIFT
0.400 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL-LOCATION
0.400 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL
0.400 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
0.485 VISION Encoding-complete VISUAL-LOCATION0-0-1 NIL
0.485 VISION SET-BUFFER-CHUNK VISUAL LABEL0
0.485 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
0.535 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-READ-LABEL-STORE
READ LABEL "R" "GD"
0.535 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL
0.535 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
0.535 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
0.585 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED DONE-READING-LABEL
FINISHED READING LABEL
0.585 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER GOAL
0.585 GOAL SET-BUFFER-CHUNK GOAL VISUAL-ROUTINE0
0.585 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
0.735 IMAGINAL SET-BUFFER-CHUNK IMAGINAL X-RAY-LABEL0
0.735 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
0.785 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-FOREIGN-OBJECT
IDENTIFYING A FOREIGN OBJECT...
0.785 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
0.785 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
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0.985 IMAGINAL SET-BUFFER-CHUNK IMAGINAL EO-INDEX-PROPERTIES1
0.985 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
1.035 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED EO-INDEX
1.035 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
1.035 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL-LOCATION
1.035 VISION Find-location
1.035 VISION SET-BUFFER-CHUNK VISUAL-LOCATION VISUAL-LOCATION3-0
1.035 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
1.085 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-FOREIGN-OBJECT-SHIFT
1.085 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
1.135 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED EO-SHIFT
1.135 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL-LOCATION
1.135 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL
1.135 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
1.220 VISION Encoding-complete VISUAL-LOCATION3-0-0 NIL
1.220 VISION SET-BUFFER-CHUNK VISUAL FOREIGN-OBJECT1
1.220 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
1.270 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-FOREIGN-OBJECT-STORE
FOUND FOREIGN OBJECT "brace+pins"
1.270 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL
1.270 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
1.270 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
1.320 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED DONE-IDENTIFYING-FOREIGN-OBJECT
FINISHED IDENTIFYING FOREIGN OBJECT
1.320 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER GOAL
1.320 GOAL SET-BUFFER-CHUNK GOAL VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE0
1.320 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
1.470 IMAGINAL SET-BUFFER-CHUNK IMAGINAL X-RAY-FOREIGN-OBJECT0
1.470 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
1.520 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE
COUNTING VERTEBRAE...
1.520 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
1.520 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
1.720 IMAGINAL SET-BUFFER-CHUNK IMAGINAL EO-INDEX-PROPERTIES2
1.720 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
1.770 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED EO-INDEX
1.770 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
1.770 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL-LOCATION
1.770 VISION Find-location
1.770 VISION SET-BUFFER-CHUNK VISUAL-LOCATION VISUAL-LOCATION8-0
1.770 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
1.820 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-SHIFT
1.820 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
1.870 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED EO-SHIFT
1.870 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL-LOCATION
1.870 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL
1.870 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
1.955 VISION Encoding-complete VISUAL-LOCATION8-0-0 NIL
1.955 VISION SET-BUFFER-CHUNK VISUAL VERTEBRA4
1.955 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
2.005 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-STORE
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FOUND VERTEBRA "v5"
2.005 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL
2.005 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
2.005 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
2.055 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-COUNT
2.055 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER RETRIEVAL
2.055 DECLARATIVE START-RETRIEVAL
2.055 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
2.105 DECLARATIVE RETRIEVED-CHUNK N0
2.105 DECLARATIVE SET-BUFFER-CHUNK RETRIEVAL N0
2.105 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
2.155 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-INCR
2.155 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER RETRIEVAL
2.155 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
2.205 IMAGINAL SET-BUFFER-CHUNK IMAGINAL X-RAY-VERTEBRA0
2.205 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
2.255 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE
COUNTING VERTEBRAE...
2.255 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
2.255 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
2.455 IMAGINAL SET-BUFFER-CHUNK IMAGINAL EO-INDEX-PROPERTIES3
2.455 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
2.505 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED EO-INDEX
2.505 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
2.505 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL-LOCATION
2.505 VISION Find-location
2.505 VISION SET-BUFFER-CHUNK VISUAL-LOCATION VISUAL-LOCATION9-0
2.505 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
2.555 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-SHIFT
2.555 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
2.605 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED EO-SHIFT
2.605 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL-LOCATION
2.605 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL
2.605 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
2.690 VISION Encoding-complete VISUAL-LOCATION9-0-0 NIL
2.690 VISION SET-BUFFER-CHUNK VISUAL VERTEBRA5
2.690 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
2.740 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-STORE
FOUND VERTEBRA "v6"
2.740 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL
2.740 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
2.740 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
2.790 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-COUNT
2.790 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER RETRIEVAL
2.790 DECLARATIVE START-RETRIEVAL
2.790 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
2.840 DECLARATIVE RETRIEVED-CHUNK N1
2.840 DECLARATIVE SET-BUFFER-CHUNK RETRIEVAL N1
2.840 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
2.890 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-INCR
2.890 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER RETRIEVAL
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2.890 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
2.940 IMAGINAL SET-BUFFER-CHUNK IMAGINAL X-RAY-VERTEBRA1
2.940 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
2.990 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE
COUNTING VERTEBRAE...
2.990 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
2.990 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
3.190 IMAGINAL SET-BUFFER-CHUNK IMAGINAL EO-INDEX-PROPERTIES4
3.190 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
3.240 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED EO-INDEX
3.240 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
3.240 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL-LOCATION
3.240 VISION Find-location
3.240 VISION SET-BUFFER-CHUNK VISUAL-LOCATION VISUAL-LOCATION5-0
3.240 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
3.290 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-SHIFT
3.290 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
3.340 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED EO-SHIFT
3.340 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL-LOCATION
3.340 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL
3.340 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
3.425 VISION Encoding-complete VISUAL-LOCATION5-0-0 NIL
3.425 VISION SET-BUFFER-CHUNK VISUAL VERTEBRA1
3.425 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
3.475 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-STORE
FOUND VERTEBRA "v2"
3.475 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL
3.475 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
3.475 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
3.525 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-COUNT
3.525 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER RETRIEVAL
3.525 DECLARATIVE START-RETRIEVAL
3.525 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
3.575 DECLARATIVE RETRIEVED-CHUNK N2
3.575 DECLARATIVE SET-BUFFER-CHUNK RETRIEVAL N2
3.575 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
3.625 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-INCR
3.625 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER RETRIEVAL
3.625 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
3.675 IMAGINAL SET-BUFFER-CHUNK IMAGINAL X-RAY-VERTEBRA2
3.675 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
3.725 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE
COUNTING VERTEBRAE...
3.725 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
3.725 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
3.925 IMAGINAL SET-BUFFER-CHUNK IMAGINAL EO-INDEX-PROPERTIES5
3.925 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
3.975 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED EO-INDEX
3.975 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
3.975 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL-LOCATION
3.975 VISION Find-location
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3.975 VISION SET-BUFFER-CHUNK VISUAL-LOCATION VISUAL-LOCATION7-0
3.975 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
4.025 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-SHIFT
4.025 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
4.075 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED EO-SHIFT
4.075 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL-LOCATION
4.075 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL
4.075 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
4.160 VISION Encoding-complete VISUAL-LOCATION7-0-0 NIL
4.160 VISION SET-BUFFER-CHUNK VISUAL VERTEBRA3
4.160 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
4.210 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-STORE
FOUND VERTEBRA "v4"
4.210 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL
4.210 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
4.210 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
4.260 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-COUNT
4.260 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER RETRIEVAL
4.260 DECLARATIVE START-RETRIEVAL
4.260 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
4.310 DECLARATIVE RETRIEVED-CHUNK N3
4.310 DECLARATIVE SET-BUFFER-CHUNK RETRIEVAL N3
4.310 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
4.360 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-INCR
4.360 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER RETRIEVAL
4.360 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
4.410 IMAGINAL SET-BUFFER-CHUNK IMAGINAL X-RAY-VERTEBRA3
4.410 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
4.460 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE
COUNTING VERTEBRAE...
4.460 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
4.460 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
4.660 IMAGINAL SET-BUFFER-CHUNK IMAGINAL EO-INDEX-PROPERTIES6
4.660 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
4.710 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED EO-INDEX
4.710 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
4.710 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL-LOCATION
4.710 VISION Find-location
4.710 VISION SET-BUFFER-CHUNK VISUAL-LOCATION VISUAL-LOCATION6-0
4.710 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
4.760 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-SHIFT
4.760 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
4.810 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED EO-SHIFT
4.810 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL-LOCATION
4.810 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL
4.810 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
4.895 VISION Encoding-complete VISUAL-LOCATION6-0-0 NIL
4.895 VISION SET-BUFFER-CHUNK VISUAL VERTEBRA2
4.895 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
4.945 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-STORE
FOUND VERTEBRA "v3"
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4.945 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL
4.945 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
4.945 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
4.995 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-COUNT
4.995 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER RETRIEVAL
4.995 DECLARATIVE START-RETRIEVAL
4.995 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
5.045 DECLARATIVE RETRIEVED-CHUNK N4
5.045 DECLARATIVE SET-BUFFER-CHUNK RETRIEVAL N4
5.045 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
5.095 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-INCR
5.095 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER RETRIEVAL
5.095 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
5.145 IMAGINAL SET-BUFFER-CHUNK IMAGINAL X-RAY-VERTEBRA4
5.145 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
5.195 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE
COUNTING VERTEBRAE...
5.195 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
5.195 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
5.395 IMAGINAL SET-BUFFER-CHUNK IMAGINAL EO-INDEX-PROPERTIES7
5.395 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
5.445 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED EO-INDEX
5.445 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
5.445 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL-LOCATION
5.445 VISION Find-location
5.445 VISION SET-BUFFER-CHUNK VISUAL-LOCATION VISUAL-LOCATION4-0
5.445 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
5.495 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-SHIFT
5.495 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
5.545 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED EO-SHIFT
5.545 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL-LOCATION
5.545 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL
5.545 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
5.630 VISION Encoding-complete VISUAL-LOCATION4-0-0 NIL
5.630 VISION SET-BUFFER-CHUNK VISUAL VERTEBRA0
5.630 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
5.680 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-STORE
FOUND VERTEBRA "v1"
5.680 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL
5.680 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
5.680 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
5.730 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-COUNT
5.730 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER RETRIEVAL
5.730 DECLARATIVE START-RETRIEVAL
5.730 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
5.780 DECLARATIVE RETRIEVED-CHUNK N5
5.780 DECLARATIVE SET-BUFFER-CHUNK RETRIEVAL N5
5.780 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
5.830 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-INCR
5.830 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER RETRIEVAL
5.830 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
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5.880 IMAGINAL SET-BUFFER-CHUNK IMAGINAL X-RAY-VERTEBRA5
5.880 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
5.930 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE
COUNTING VERTEBRAE...
5.930 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
5.930 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
6.130 IMAGINAL SET-BUFFER-CHUNK IMAGINAL EO-INDEX-PROPERTIES8
6.130 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
6.180 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED EO-INDEX
6.180 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER IMAGINAL
6.180 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER VISUAL-LOCATION
6.180 VISION Find-location
6.180 VISION FIND-LOC-FAILURE
6.180 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
6.230 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-NOT-FOUND
6.230 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER RETRIEVAL
6.230 DECLARATIVE START-RETRIEVAL
6.230 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
6.280 DECLARATIVE RETRIEVED-CHUNK N6
6.280 DECLARATIVE SET-BUFFER-CHUNK RETRIEVAL N6
6.280 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
6.330 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED VR-COUNT-VERTEBRAE-ENCODE
COUNTED "6" VERTEBRA
6.330 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER RETRIEVAL
6.330 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
6.380 PROCEDURAL PRODUCTION-FIRED DONE-COUNTING-VERTEBRAE
FINISHED COUNTING VERTEBRAE
6.380 PROCEDURAL CLEAR-BUFFER GOAL
6.380 PROCEDURAL CONFLICT-RESOLUTION
6.380 ------ Stopped because no events left to process
6.38
743
NIL
*
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